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Unforseen benefits
ALTHOUGH PHOENIX TRUCKING INITIALLY HAD FOREST CENTRE INSTALL
EXTE TU AUTO LOAD BINDERS AS A TIME SAVING DEVICE, THE CANBERRABASED GENERAL HAULAGE COMPANY HAS DISCOVERED MORE BENEFITS
FROM THE EQUIPMENT THAN EXPECTED.
Forestry equipment supplier Forest Centre has

is secure,” says Ian – explaining that the

been the exclusive dealer of Swedish-made

ratchet function of the TU auto-tensioner

ExTe load binding products in Australia since

can be easily released even at high pre-

1992, finding them to be a sought after load

tension levels by pushing a short-throw lever

restraint solution for its logging and timber

on the side of the housing.

haulage customers. However, Forest Centre

“The number one reason we had them

Sales Manager, Reymund Kell, says there has

installed initially was the time efficiency.

been increasing interest in air operated load

We do short haul from Canberra to Sydney,

restraint solutions for a range of transport

most days loading twice a day. If you’re

operations beyond forest to mill-yard.

saving 10 minutes on a single trailer or 15

Phoenix Trucking owner and Director, Ian

on a B-double, that’s 40 minutes to an hour

Irvin, had his trailers fitted with the latest

that you’re saving every day,” Ian says. “In

ExTe TU load binders when they were

these days with the strict schedules and

introduced to Australia in January this

logbooks, having that extra time up your

year and says they ‘work wonders’ for his

sleeve to handle the unexpected can be

cargo. “I’d rarely seen them on a general

really important.”

freight trailer before, but for what we do

In an industry of tight margins, Ian says

with bricks, particleboard, cardboard and

efficiency is the name of the game. However,

building products, the ExTe load binders

for the company owner, the binders’ Return

are a really effective way to secure the

On Investment not only extends to time

Fast Fact

products,” he says.

saved, but also improved safety for his staff.

Phoenix Trucking began in November

Previously using manual cargo restraints and

“The ExTe TU load binders have blown me

2004 using company owner Ian Irvin’s

some of the earlier designed ExTe Luftman

away, revealing unforseen benefits. They

roots in Bega, New South Wales, to

auto-tensioners on another of his trailers,

have proven a huge step forward in safety for

find work in the dairy industry carting

Ian says the newly-introduced air-operated

my staff and drivers,” Ian says.

hay. “The company has evolved over

TU model is a ‘leap forward’. “With the
auto load binders, you don’t have to use a
winch, so the strength and capabilities of
the operator is irrelevant in ensuring a load
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seasons changed,” says Ian.
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